George to Port Elizabeth, from R7000 per person sharing (Standard) and R8000 (Deluxe)
(Standard & Deluxe accommodation option)
Day 1:
-Morning Pick up at George Airport or accommodation in the area.
-Depart to the coastal town of Wilderness. Explore the Wilderness National Park with Kayaks
and enjoy prestine forests and nature.
-Lunch in Wilderness
-Overnight accommodation at (S) 3-star accommodation, (D) 4-star accommodation.(with
ocean view)
-Rest of the afternoon free time to enjoy the beach and the town of Wilderness.
Experience ‘The Village’ and enjoy free time and Dinner.
Day 2:
-Breakfast & Checkout.
-Depart to Mossel Bay to do shark cage diving with great white sharks!
-Lunch in Mossel Bay.
-Visit Zorgfontein for the wonderful opportunity to walk with African Lions!
-Onwards to the coastal town of Knysna.
-Overnight stay in Knysna (S) 3-star hotel, (D) 4-star hotel.
-We visit the Knysna Waterfront with free time.
-Dinner at waterfront.
Day 3:
-Breakfast & Checkout.
-Depart to the iconic Knysna Heads for viewing.
-Onwards to the visit of the Knysna Elephant Park to feed and interact with the African
Elephants. This is truly an amazing experience.
-Onwards to ‘The Crags’ with lunch at Peppermill Cafe’. After lunch there is an option to do
one of the following 3 sanctuary options. (1) Tenikwa Cat Centre, (2) Birds of Eden Sanctuary,
(3) Monkeyland Sanctuary.
-Overnight stay in Nature’s Valley (S) 3-star accommodation, (D) 4-star accommodation. Late
afternoon we visit the magical Nature’s valley river mouth to enjoy the views of the prestine
area.
-Dinner in Nature’s Valley.
Day 4:
-Breakfast & Checkout
-Depart to the world’s highest bungy jump at Bloukrans Bridge. It is time to face your fears and
enjoy! Jump it or view it. (Optional bungy)
-Visit to the famous Tsitsikamma National Park and we walk the short bridge trail to the
suspension bridges followed by lunch in the National Park with spectacular views.
-Visit the ‘Big-Tree’ that is older than 1000 years. This is one of the oldest trees in the world!
-Onwards to Port Elizabeth. END OF TOUR. Drop off at arranged accommodation or Port
Elizabeth Airport.

